The Client: Client is a Leading BFSI Company headquartered in U.K.. The client has
demonstrable capabilities in data, valuations and trade processing services are regarded as the
market standard in the global financial markets, helping their clients to reduce risk, improve
operational efficiency, and meet regulatory requirements. The client is the first independent
source of credit derivative pricing and has recently been announced as the fastest growing
private company in the UK.
For their expanding India operations and to support the product development initiatives, client
is looking for qualified and skilled S/W development professionals with a focus on a mutually
worthwhile association.
Position Title: Developer-GWT
Work location: Noida
Experience: 3-5 yrs
Department overview:
Fixed Income Development develops and supports systems which provide reference, pricing,
analytics, clearing and calculation services for client’s flagship range of Credit, Fixed Income,
OTC Derivatives and Syndicated Loans information products.
Position Summary: The role will involve designing, building and enhancing an application
related to MRD, RCD. With expertise in Core Java, GWT, Application design and Database design
will eventually develop complete understanding of the product and will take ownership of the
same.
The role will require:

Designing, coding, testing, debugging, code reviews of the software developed for the
application.



Show ownership and responsibility for the product.

Duties and Accountability:




Translate functional requirements to design.
Must be able to write effective bug free code in Java 5.0 and onwards
Able to work in Database –Oracle, GWT, core Java, jsp, servlet, maven with exposure on
UNIX platform.

Business Competencies

Education and
experience

Commercial awareness



The right candidate will have a academic degree in
software engineering or exceptional track record if the
candidate has a degree in any other discipline



3 to 5 years professional programming experience.



Substantial Java/J2EE design and implementation
experience is essential, including Object Oriented Design
Patterns.



Experience with an enterprise-grade relational database
management system, preferably Oracle.



GWT is required

Exposure in financial domain would be an added advantage.
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